Ex Ante Review Report for PGE MBCx001.2
Measure Description
The following measures are proposed:
1. EEM 1: Enable economizers on induction AHUs: In the existing condition, the
economizer and return damper control is managed pneumatically. In the proposed
condition, the pneumatic control will be upgraded to electric and will be integrated with
BMS to allow for the economizer control sequence that satisfy minimum OA
requirement. The proposed measure will also install a MAT sensor.
2. EEM 2: Enable economizers on VAV AHUs (ACS 14 to 19): In the existing condition,
the economizer and return damper control is managed pneumatically. In the proposed
condition, the pneumatic control will be upgraded to electric and will be integrated with
BMS to allow for the economizer control sequence that satisfy minimum OA
requirement. The proposed measure will also install a MAT sensor.
3. EEM 3: Adjust leaking CHW valve on AHUs: In the existing condition, the operating
range for the CHW valve is between 3-15 psig, and that for the HHW valve is between 38 psig. The CHW valves on about 25% of the induction AHUs are currently leaking when
the system is running in economizer mode. In the proposed condition the facility will
implement a standardized range for CHW and HHW valves.
4. EEM 4: Improve solar compensator based induction unit control: At present, the
perimeter heating systems of both buildings are controlled by (4) solar compensator
sensors, located at each building. These sensors control the perimeter zone SAT for the
entire respective building. As these sensors are located in the upper most portions of the
buildings, they do not provide the accurate solar load at the building lower level. In the
proposed condition, additional such sensors will be installed in the mid and lower portion
of these building that will introduce better effectiveness of building SAT control.
5. EEM 5: Enhanced DHW control: In the existing condition, DHW is supplied at 110 0F
for some zones and at 120 0F for other zones. In the proposed case, the DHW supply will
maintain a setpoint at 112 0F.
The project site consists of two tower buildings constructed in 1976; the first a
floor building
and the second a floor building. These buildings house offices, a number of restaurants and
retail shops on the lobby level, and has about
square foot conditioned floor space.
The buildings remain occupied between 7AM to 6PM, Monday through Friday. HVAC system
operation typically starts at 6:30, half an hour before occupants arrive and consist of (35) AHUs
which receive chilled water from the buildings chiller plant and heating from a combination of
imported steam, boilers and on site cogeneration units.
The heating system consists of four low‐pressure steam boilers; (3) 600 HP boilers and (1) 100
HP boiler. The boilers run on natural gas. Each building has its own hot water loop fed by heat
exchangers that use the steam to produce hot water serving air handler heating coils. The heating
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hot water is supplied at 205 °F. The building also has three 500 kW cogeneration units. The heat
from the plant is used to generate steam to reduce the boiler usage.
The chiller plant consists of five water cooled centrifugal chillers of which (3) are 1,600‐ton,
each, one at 535‐ton, and the last one at 300‐ton.
The air distribution network is supported by over 1,000 VAVs equipped with reheat. The
majority of the building controls are full DDC, whereas economizer control, heat pumps and
perimeter induction units have pneumatic controls. At present, a Siemens Apogee BMS is
utilized to control the chillers, cooling towers, pumps, air handling units, heat exchangers,
humidifiers and solar compensators.
The building lobby was renovated in 1994. Mechanical equipment upgrades include installation
of a new chiller in 2001 and new cooling towers in 2008, the installation of VFDs on core supply
AHUs and some pumps. The BMS was installed in 1992 and upgraded in 2006. The lighting at
consists mostly of T8 fixtures with electronic ballasts. The BMS controls the
lighting in the atrium on the first floor and in corridors only. All other areas are controlled
through a combination of occupancy sensors and local controls.
The program application listed annual energy savings of 278,690 kWh, and 48,748 therm . An
incentive of $25,082.10 is allocated to the electric energy savings ($0.09 / kWh) and $48,748 for
gas savings ($1 / therm).
Summary of Review
Documents provided for review include the following:


Signed project installation application and detailed project measure details



Information on monthly utility usages for 2009



Energy savings calculations for all five measures in .PDF format. There are also three
separate energy savings calculation for the following measures: ACS-05 – Static Pressure
Reduction, ACS-12 – Excessive reheat, and ACS-12 – Static Pressure Reduction. ED is
not able realize the utility of providing these additional savings calculations.



Technical specification of AHUs serving both buildings

The review focused primarily on the savings calculation spreadsheets and the savings
methodology document to verify savings estimates. It appears to ED from the project report that
the savings estimated in the calculations are preliminary in nature as there are no existing data to
create the baseline, and the baseline energy usages prepared in the calculations are based on
many assumption and with rated values. The facility consultant will install metering and their
own proprietary software to monitor the system operation which will be subsequently utilized to
modify the baseline and post case.
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There are discrepancies between the savings submitted in the project document and the savings
determined in the savings calculation spreadsheet. Also, the measure wise savings and the total
savings appearing at separate sections of the project report are different. Furthermore, there are
discrepancies in the EEM numbers assigned to different measures.
Site specific information including the rated cooling and heating capacities of the AHUs, supply
fans/return fans/exhaust fans motor capacities, design SAT, ZAT, RAT, chiller plant and boiler
plant efficiencies, fan load factors, percentage of outside air, operating schedule and duration are
used in the calculation spreadsheet along with their basis and references.
No project quotes are available for review in the documentation though the project report
provides the measure cost. The estimated project cost is $62,400.
Review Conclusion
Unable to verify project savings, pending fulfillment of requested data and subsequent
opportunity for ED to re-evaluate the project savings.
Summary of ED Requested Action by the IOU
In order to complete an ex ante review the ED recommends that the IOU submit the following
documentation due on 08/08/2012 (or 14 days from submittal date to IOU):
1. Provide live and fully functional energy savings calculations along with the site
inspection report, photographs, and mechanical schedules to verify the input used for the
equipment and system.
2. Provide the remaining useful life (RUL) of the existing equipment and effective useful
life (EUL) estimates for the new equipment
3. Provide disaggregated project cost estimates
4. Provide project application documents
5. As-built sequence of operation
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